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Abstract
This document is the First Quarterly Report for Contract No. NAS
8-11050, summarizing three months of work by the IBM Corporation for
NASA. Progress on two tasks of the Special AROD System Studies
contract--the Computer Interface Investigation and the Oceanborne Trans-
ponders analysis--is reported herein; work on the other tasks for the con-
tract has been deferred at the request of the Contracting Officer's
Representative.
Results of the Computer Interface Investigation (Section 1) are pre-
sented in three categories: computer requirements; launch trajectory
error analysis; and the AROD/computer interface. A detailed derivation
of the equations necessary to convert the basic AROD measurements,
rang% and range rate, to position and velocity provides the foundation for
a preliminary determination of the computer requirements for all AROD
computations. Based upon the characteristics of the advanced Saturn
computer,a computation time of 0.2 *. 1 seconds has been estimated for
the AROD operations. The launch trajectory error analysis presents an
extensive evaluation of the Geometrical Dilution of Precision (GDOP) as-
sociated with the utilization of AROD in the Atlantic Missile Range. The
AROD/computer interface discussion outlines an approach to the imple-
mentation of this interface and discusses some unresolved issues.
In Section 2, Oceanborne Transponders, a preliminary analysis of
the specific problem areas involved in the establishment of a network of
oceanborne transponders is presented. Emphasis is upon the use of taut
line mooring and/or acoustic ranging equipment to keep relatively sta-
tionary a transponder-carrying buoy. Design considerations for such
buoys are discussed.
In each section plans for the next quarterly reporting period are
presented.
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Section 1
COMPUTER INTERFACE INVESTIGATION
The computer interface investigation has been organized into three
areas: a determination of the computational and storage requirements
for performing the AROD calculations; a computer analysis of the errors
associated with representative Saturn trajectories; and a discussion of
the considerations involved in implementing the AROD/computer inter-
face. These areas are discussed in paragraphs 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3
respectively.
1.1 COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS
The computer requirements problem can be divided into two areas:
basic computations and auxiliary computations. The basic computation
area refers to the calculation of the vehicle position and velocity from
transponder locations and the range and range rate data. All other com-
putational requirements are grouped under the auxiliary computations
heading. Paragraphs 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 discuss the work to date on these
problems.
1.1.1 Basic Computations
1.1.1.1 Introduction
In the following paragraphs, mathematical solutions for the AROD
position and velocity navigation equations are developed and explained.
The position and inertial velocity components of three AROD transponder
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stations (including the effect of earth's rotation}, andthe measured rela-
tive range and range rate to each station are assumedto be knownat the
time of measurement. All solutions developedhere are later reduced to
math flow diagram form, to facilitate estimation of computer requirements.
Vehicle position and velocity componentsare solved in thd same in-
ertial coordinate system in which the station coordinates are supplied --
for example, geocentric inertial or topocentric inertial. Stationcoordi-
nates may be easily transformed andtranslated from an inertial geo-
centric system to an inertial topocentric system. The position equations
which must be solved first are a set of secondorder non-linear equations,
while the velocity equations, using thevehicle position as a knowninput,
are a set of three linear equations in three unknowns.
1.1.1.2 Position Computations
Three different methodsof solution are proposed for the position
equations. Eachof these assumesa current knowledgeof station posi-
tion (andvelocity} coordinates in the appropriate coordinate system at
the (given} time of measurement. Thus, a first step commonto all posi-
tion solutions is the updatingof station position coordinates (see, for
example, equation 1.34a Sec. 1.1.1.3}.
A direct closed form analytical solution was developedfor the AROD
position equationsby taking advantageof the symmetry of the equations,
noting that the secondorder terms canbe eliminated with certain alge-
braic manipulations. The danger in suchan operation is that someof the
roots may be shifted (or eveneliminated) from the real values. This
canbe avoided by carefully substituting back into the original equations
after eachvariable has beeneliminated, andby using each of the con-
straint equations in the analysis. It is felt that this hasbeenaccomplished
here.
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In general, the position equationsgive two points for the missile's in-
ertial position -- oneof which will probably fall inside the surface of the
earth, while the other solution will be the meaningful one. This canbe
seen from the mathematics of solving equations 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 herein,
the solution of which is the intersection of three spheres, most generally
a pair of points. For this reason, oneset of roots must be eliminated.
For computer sizing purposes, the set of computationswhich must be
performed by the on-board computer is presented in math flow diagram
form at the endof this section. There are three position and velocity
computationswhich must be performed for eachof three stations involved
in a measurementat a particular time. Values for station latitude ($),
station radius from the geocenter (R), and initial inertial station longi-
tude (_0), must be stored for each station in the network.
The direct solution to the position navigation equationswill be de-
rived using figure 1.1 to define the nomenclature:
The three Position Navigation Equationsmay be written as:
(X-Xl)2 + {y-yl )2 + (Z-Zl)2 - rl 2 = 0 (1.1)
(x-x2)2 + {y-y2 )2 + (z-z2)2 - r2 2 = 0 (1.2)
(x-x3)2 + (y-y3)2 + (z-z3)2 - r3 2 = 0 (1.3)
where x, y, z must be determined, all other quantities are known or
measured and considered constant.
Expand equations 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 as:
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
x + y + z -2XlX-2YlY-2ZlZ+ Xl + Yl + Zl -rl =0 (1.4)
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
x + y + z -2x2x- 2Y2Y-2Z2Z+ x 2 + Y2 + z2 -r2 =0 (1.5)
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(x1' YI' Zl)
/
(x2' Y2'z27/
/
(x3_ Y3' z
r (x, y, z)
z, y, z
r 1, r 2, r3,
r 1 , r 2, r3,
xi' Yi' zi
-geocentric inertial reference frame
-vehicleto stations @, @, @,- relative range
-vehicle to stations @, @, @,-relative range rate
-_=1,2,3_oc0tion_s,ations®, ®, ®
-vehicle instantaneous range vector
-vehicle instantaneous velocity vector
Figure 1.1. GEOMETRY AND NOMENCLATURE
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2 2 2 2 2 2 2
x +y +z -2x3x-2Y3Y-2Z3Z+X3 +Y3 +z 3 - r 3 = 0 (1.6)
2 2 2 2
Let K 1 = x I +Yl +Zl - rl
2 2 2 2
K2 = x2 +Y2 +z2 - r2
2 2 2 2
K3 = x3 +Y3 +z3 - r3
eq 1.4-eq 1.5: (-2x1+ 2x2)x+ (-2Yl + 2Y2)y+ (-2Zl + 2z2)z
+K 1 - K2 = 0
eq 1.4-eq 1.6: (-2Xl + 2x3)x+ (-2Yl + 2Y3)y+ (-2Zl+ 2z3)z
+K 1 - K3 = 0
Note: eq 1.5 - eq 1.6 is redundant since
eql.5- eql.6 =eql.4- eql.6- (eql.4- eql.5) = - eql.6
+eq 1.5
Rewrite (eq 1.4 - eq 1.5) and (eq 1.4 - eq 1.6) as:
eq 1.4- eql.5 _x+fly+ 6z +e =0
eq 1.4- eql.6 _x + _y + #z +p=0
where
=-2x 1+2x 2 _' =-2x 1+2x 3
P =-2y 1+2y 2 _ =-2y 1+2y 3
6 =-2z 1+2z 2 # =-2z 1+2z 3
E = K 1 - K 2 p = K 1 - K 3
Let
fl 5 •
x - y z
1-5
X _
where
a -
and
2 2
X =a
From the eq 1.4 - eq 1.5 expression,
ay +bz + c
; b - ; c -
OL OL (_
2 b 2 z 2 2y + +2abyz +2acy+2bcz +c
Substitute x and x 2 back into eq 1.4, eq 1.5, and eq 1.6 to get eq 1.7,
eq 1.8, and eq 1.9:
(a 2 y2 c2) 2 2+b2z2 + 2abyz + 2acy +2bcz + +y +z
-2x 1 (ay+bz+c)-2YlY-2ZlZ+K 1 = 0
2(2 + 1)+ 72y (b 2 + 1) + 2abyz + y(2ac - 2ax I - 2Yl) (1.7)
2
+ z(2bc-2bx 1-2zl)+ c -2cx 1+ K 1=0
2(2 + 1) + z2(b 2y + 1) + 2abyz + y(2ac - 2ax 2 - 2Y2) (1.8)
2
+ z(2bc-2bx 2 -2z2)+ c -2cx 2+ K2 =0
y2(2 + 1) + z2(b 2 + 1) + 2abyz + y(2ac - 2ax 3 - 2Y3) (1.9)
2
+ z(2bc - 2bx 3 - 2z3) + e - 2cx 3 + K3 = 0
Now solve for y = f(z) by performing eq 1.7 - eq 1.9 or eq 1.8 - eq 1.9
to include the effects of the third equation with the coordinates of the third
station (x3, Y3' z3 )" Notice that in the expression x = ay + bz + c,
a, b, and c do not include the third station coordinates or the effect of the
third equation. If the final solution is to be valid y = f(z) must be ob-
tained by including this constraint.
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eq 1.7- eql.9
y(-2ax I - 2yI + 2ax 3 + 2y 3) + z(-2bx I
or
- 2z 1+ 2bx 3+ 2z 3}
-2c(x 1-x3)+ K I-K 3 =0
K4Y+K5z = K 6
K 4 =-2ax 1-2y 1 +2ax 3 +2y 3
K 5 =-2bx 1-2z l+2bx 3 +2z 3
K 6 = K 3- K 1 +2c (x 1-x 3);
y = K7z + K 8
where
Substitute into the eq 1.8 expression:
2 2%,.
Simplifying,
2
Z
K7 =-K5/K 4
K 8 = K6/K 4
+2 K 7 K 8 z +K82 ) (a 2+1) +z2(b 2+ 1)+2abZ(KTZ+K8)
+ (2ac- 2ax 2- 2Y2) (KTZ +Ks) + z(2bc- 2bx 2- 2z2)
2
+K2+e -2cx 2 = 0
[K72 (a 2+ 1) + (b 2 +1) +2 K7 ab] ÷Z [2 K 7 K 8 (a 2 + 1)
+ 2 K 8 ab + K7(2ae - 2ax 2 - 2Y2) + (2bc - 2bx 2
- 2z2) ] + [K82 (a 2 + 1) + K 8 (2ac -2a x 2
2
- 2Y2) +K 2 +c - 2cx2]= 0
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which canbe solved by the quadratic formula giving two roots in z
2
K9z +K10 z +Kll = 0
Z
- KI0 + _/(KI0)2- 4 (K9) (KI1)
2 K 9
Thus
z' = - K10 + _/(KI0)2 - 4 (K9) (KII)
2 K 9
ZtT
- KI0- _/(KI0)2 - 4 (K9) (KII)
2 K 9
where
K 9 = K72 (a2+l)+b2+l+2K7 ab
K10=2 K7 K 8 (a 2 +1) +2 K8 ab +K7(2ac-2ax 2 -2Y2)
+2bc- 2bx 2- 2z 2
Kll = K82 (a 2 + 1) + K8(2ac - 2ax 2
The two y roots can be found from
-2Y2)+ K2+ c2 _2ex 2
y' = K 7 z' + K 8
y" = K 7 z" +K 8
and the two x roots from
x' = ay' +bz' +c
x" = ay" +bz" +c
1-8
In general the solution gives two points (x', y', z') and (x", y", z"), one
of which accurately describes the vehicle's position and the other of which
lies below the surface of the earth.
Thus
if x '2 + y,2 + z,2 _ R2 eliminate x',y',z' as solution
if x ''2 +y,,2 + z,,2 < R 2 eliminate x",y", z" as solution
where R is an input quantity taken to be the earth's radius.
Summary of Solution for Vehicle's Position
-El0 + _ (K10)2 - 4 (K9) (Kll)
Z ! _-
2K 9
Z tT
-K10 - _/(K10 )2 - 4 (K9) (Kll)
2 K 9
y' = K 7 z' + K 8
y" = K 7 z" + K 8
X'
Kit
where:
= ay' + bz' + c
= ay" + bz" + c
K 9
K10
Kll = K8 2 (a2 +1) +K 8
2 b 2
= K7 (2 +1)+ +l+2K Tab
= 2K7K 8 (a2 + 1) + 2K8ab + K 7 (2ac - 2ax2-2Y2)+2bc-2bx2-2z 2
2
(2ac-2ax 2- 2Y2) +K 2 +c - 2cx 2
K7 = -K5/K 4 K 8 = K6/K 4
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K4 = -2ax 1 -2Yl+ 2ax3+ 2Y 3
K 5 =-2bx 1 -2Zl+ 2bx3+ 2z 3
K 6 =K 3 -K 1+ 2c(x l-x3)
K 1 =x}+ yl 2+ Zl 2 - r12
2 2 2 2
-x2 ÷ Y2+ z2 -r2
2 2 2 2
K3 =x3 + Y3 + z3 -r3
a = (Yl - Y2) / (x2 - Xl);b = (Zl
c = (K2 - K1)/2(x 2 - xl)
-z2) / (x2 -Xl);
Elimination of one set of roots:
Ifx'2+ y, 2+ z,2_ R2, eliminate x',y',z'
If x ''2 + y,,2 + z,,2 <N 2, eliminate x",y",z"
R - input constant - nominal earth radius
Check on solution:
Solving x from the (eq. 1.4 - eq. 1.6) expression,
x z_p_
x = -_y- 7 Y
x= y+ z+
3 x x 3 x 1 2 (x 1 - x3)
should be identically equal to x obtained from (eq. 1.4 - eq. 1.5).
1.1.1.2.2 Method of Differential Correction
The second method investigated for solving the AROD position equa-
tions employs differential corrections. In general, solving a set of non-
linear simultaneous equations involves an iterative procedure where, it
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is hoped, successive guesses at the roots will eventually converge to the
true answer. The method of differentially correcting the assumed roots
is presented here with the specific application to the AROD problem given
first followed by a theoretical development of the general method.
For this method an a priori estimate of the solution must be available,
such as an accurate nominal trajectory which forms the basis for the
first set of guessed roots. It is estimated that a minimum of three itera-
tions will usually be required for convergence to a solution; if convergence
does not occur a new initial guess will have to be made and the procedure
repeated. Certain convergence tests are available but it is simpler to
examine the errors and note whether they are growing smaller.
Solution to Position Navigation Equation
By Differential Correction Procedure
Write equations in expanded form as:
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
fl = x + y + z -2x lx-2yly-2zlz+ x 1 + Yl + Zl -r 1 =0 (1.10)
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
f2 = x + y + z -2x2x-2Y2Y-2Z2Z+ x 2 + Y2 + z2 -r 2 =0 (1.11)
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
f3 = x + y + z -2x3x-2Y3Y-2Z3Z+ x3 + Y3 + z3 -r 3 =0 (1.12)
Let
2 2 2 2
K1 = Xl + Yl + Zl - rl
2 2 2 2
K2 =x2 +Y2 + z2 -r2
2 2 2 2
K3 =x3 + Y3 + z3 -r3
then 2 2 2
fl = x + y + z -2XlX-2YlY-2ZlZ+ K 1 =0 (1.13)
2 2 2
f2 = x + y +z -2x2x-2Y2Y-2Z2Z+ K2 =0 (1.14)
i-ii
2 2 2
f3 x + y + z -2x3x-2Y3Y-2Z3Z+ K 3 = 0 (1.15)
Assuming prior knowledge of approximate vehicle position, take as
, z for the first iteration.
first guess (Xgl, Ygl gl )
Since, in general, these are not the correct roots, substituting these
values into eqs (1.13 1 14, 1.15)willyieldresiduals , given
' " Egl eg2' _g3
by:
2 2 2
fl = xgl + Ygl + zgl -2xlxgl -2YlYgl-2ZlZgl+ K1 = egl
2 2
f2 = xgl + Ygl
2
+ ZgI -2X2Xg l-2y2yg I -2Z2Zg I+ K2 = Eg2
2 2 2
f3 = xgl + Ygl + Zg 1 -2X3Xg 1 -2Y3Yg 1 -2Z3Zg 1+ K 3 = Eg 3
From the theory it can be shown that
fl 0 fl _ fl
- _:gl = _--x-- AXl + _ AYl + _--z-- AZl
g g g
- E g2 = 0--x- AXl + _ AYl + a-'z-" AZl
g _ Yg g
0 f3 0 f3 0 f3
- Eg3 =_0x AxI + _ /xYl+_'z AZl
g 8 yg g
or in matrix form
- £g2
- Eg 3
m
0 fl
8x
Y
Ox
g
0 f3
Ox
g
m
0 fl 8 fl
az
8yg g
Oz
0yg g
0 f3 8 f3
8z
ayg g
Ax I
AYl
IAZl/
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or
i AXll
AY 1
Az I
"_ fl
8x
g
0 f3
Ox
g
8z
g
• Of 3
• " OZ
g
-1
- Egl__g2)
Eg3/
AXl, AYl, Az I form the basis for the next iteration where
Xg2 = XgI + A xI
Yg2 = Ygl + A Yl
Zg 2 = Zg 1 + A z I
/
The partials involved in the error matrix can be written out as follows:
0 fl
= 2x - 2x 1g
g
8 fl _ fl
0y--_=2yg-2Yl "_--Zg=2Zg-2Zl
OX = 2Xg - 2x 2g Oyg =2yg-2y 2 -_Zg =2Zg-2Z 2
0 f3 0 f3 0 f3
ax -2Xg-2X 3 - -2Zg-2Z 3g 0yg -2yg 2y 3 0Zg
Xg2 ' Yg2 ' Zg2 are the next guessed roots for the second iteration, etc.
Convergence problems may exist for f's which are non-linear functions as
in this case. It is important to have a good preliminary estimate of the roots•
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Theoretical Development of Solution
by Differential Correction
Suppose a problem is expressed in variables ql' q2' q3' " " " qn
where, for example ql = x, q2 = y' q3 = z, etc.
The solution requires that
f'l (qj)=0; i,j =1, . .., n.
where there are a total of n simultaneous equations in n unknowns.
m
First guess a set of solution values, qgj, which lie in the neighbor-
hood of the true solution. An evaluation of the functions fi (qgj) will
probably give a non-zero answer where
f. (qgj)=i Eg i
Itis desired to drive the Eg ito zero by making _ successive guesses on
the qj variables (e.g. qlj, q2j, • • • q_j). Ifthe firstguessed values
for the roots, qlj, are close to the actual qj values then the number of
guesses necessary to converge to a solution should be small.
Suppose that our next guess - or some subsequent guess, q(g + 1)j
eliminates the error, _(g+ 1)i,
fi (q (g+ 1)j) = 0
where q(g + 1)j = qgj + A qj
Expanding fi (qgj + Aqj) = 0 in a Taylor Series about the point qgj, the
previously guessed solution, and keeping only the first two terms of the
expansion yields
_f.
1
f.,=(% + Aq?=fi (%)+ : o
1-14
But f. (qg)1 = egi Of.
1
Therefore, fi (qgj + Aqj) = eg i+ _ Aqj = 00 qj
Solving the above equation for _gi results in
Of.
1
-Eg i = 8--_jjAqj
or writing out the equations for i = 1, 2, 3
j=1,2,3
0 fl 0 fl 8 fl
_ =-- Aql + _--_ Aq2 +-- Aq3cgl 0ql 8q 3
-Eg2 = Aql + -- Aq2 +- Aq3
Oql 8 q2 0 q3
8 f3 0 f3 0 f3
=-- + _ Aq2+ -- Aq3
-Eg 3 0ql Aql 0q2 0q 3
or
In matrix form,
-Eg I
- ge
m m
8 fl 0 fl 0 fl
8q I 0q 2 Oq 3
0ql 0q2 8q3
8 f3 0 f3
0 ql 0q2
0 f3
8 q3
Aq I
1-15
af
1
where -z--- and Eg i are known
a qj
The Aq] solved for are the differential corrections to the guessed set of
roots qgj
If fi (q(g+ ) = • _ 01)j (g + 1)j
+
where q(g+ 1)j = qgj Aqj
the procedure must then be repeated to correct q(g + 1)j"
The two general types of convergence are:
(a)1
• 3 5 7
Iteration No.
1 (b)
Iteration No.
Figure 1.2. TYPES OF CONVERGENCE
Convergence may be speeded by multiplying Aqj by _1, (Figure 1.2-a)
and by _1 (Figure 1.2-b), thereby reducing the number of iterations.
1.1.1.2.3 "Analytic Geometry" Solution to AROD Position Equations
This paragraph outlines the third method for solving the AROD posi-
tion equations; the method is based on analytic geometry considerations.
By way of review, the equations for vehicle position (x, y, z ) are
(x - Xl )2
(x - x2)2
(x - x3)2
+ (y - yl )2 + (z - Zl)2 = r;/"
+ (y-y2)2+ (z- z2)2 =r:
+ (y-y3)2+ (z- z3)2 =r:,
(1.16)
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where rl, r 2 , r 3 are measured ranges to three ground stations having
known coordinates (xi, Yi' z i), i = 1,2,3. Equations (1.16) define three
spheres centered at the station sites and having radii rl, r2, r 3. Two of
these spheres, say (_ and(_ , intersect in a circle; and two others, say
C) and (_, intersect in another circle. These two circles then gen-
erally intersect in two points, which are common points to the three
spheres and fix the vehicle position (one point is ambiguous and must be
eliminated by a suitable test).
The solution proposed here for (x, y, z) may be summarized as
follows:
a. Find the equation of the plane containing the circle of intersection
of spheres (_ and (_.
b. Find the equation of the plane containing the circle of intersection
of spheres (_ and (_).
c. Find the line of intersection of these two planes. This line must
contain the two solution points for vehicle position, since
1. it contains all points common to the two planes, and hence
2. in a more restricted sense, it contains all points common to
the two circles of intersection, namely the two possible ve-
hicle positions.
d. Find the two points on this line at distance r I from (Xl, yl, Zl);
these are the desired solutions.
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Equation of Plane Containing Circle of Intersection of Spheres C) and _)
®
\
S1 = (Xl' Yl' zl) _--Sphere of Radius r 1
]
rl //@
/_ /./11
/ / _2_
/ / // / (Station #2 )
Center Earth /// / / /
0 _ "_ / C2=(Xc2' Yc2' Zc2 )
p =Normal._lan . .fr°m Oto p x,_ // [Center of mrcle" of intersection" " _
p e m intersection 2 "Y |of spheres ® and (_
circle / \ \ /
Rl=Distance from O to sta- Plane of intersection circle (edge view)
tion #i,
2 2 2 1/2
RI=(Xl +Yl +zl ) ; and
similarly for R2
Figure 1.3. AROD POSITION FIX GEOMETRY
In Figure 1.3 the center C 2 of the circle of intersection of spheres
(T) and (_) lies on the line of centers of the two spheres, i.e. the line
joining the two stations 1 and 2 ° The plane determined by this circle
contains C2 and is normal to the line of centers SIS 2. OK 2 is perpen-
dicular to chord S1S 2. The direction cosines and length of the segment
K2C 2 are equivalent to those of the normal P2 from center earth to the
plane. It is noted that K2 does not necessarily bisect SIS 2, since the two
stations are in general at different distances from center earth (different
site altitudes or nonspherical earth considerations, etc.)
The equation of the plane is obtained as follows:
In triangle $1S2 A,
S1S2= I(x1-x2)2+ (Y1-Y2)2+ (Zl-Z2)2]
1/2
(i.17)
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cos S2SIA =
2
r} + ($1S2)2 - r 2
2r I (SIS 2)
SIC 2 = r I cos S2SIA =
2
r} + (sis 2)2 _ r2
2 (SIS2)
[ Note SIC 2 can be positive or negative]
coordinates of C2 :
SIC 2
Xc2 =x l+-(x 2 -Xl)SIS 2
(1.18)
(I. 19)
SIC 2
YC 2 =Yl +_(y2 -Yl )
(1.2 0)
SIC 2
= zI+--
ZC 2 SlS 2 (z2 - Zl)
Similarly in triangle OSIS 2, knowing R 1 and R2 (Figure 1.3) and SIS2
from angle OSIS 2 can be found, hence segment SIK 2 , hence coordinates
XK2 , YK2 , ZK2 , and
2 ] 1/2K2C2 = (XK2-Xc2) + (YK2-YC2 )2+ (ZK2-Zc2)2
(1.21)
(1.22)
"P2
Direction cosines of line segment from K2 to C2:
2 -- (xc2 - xi2)/P2
m 2 = (YC2 - YK2)/p 2
n2 = (zc2 - ZK2)/p2
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Equation of plane: _ 2x+ m2Y+ n2z = P2
Equation of plane containing circle of intersection of spheres (_
(1.23)
Geometry and formulation are analogous to Part a above, with all
subscripts "2" being replaced by "3". There results the equation
3 x+ m3Y+ n3z= P3 (1.24)
Line of intersection of the two planes
The line of intersection of planes (eq. 1.23) and (eq. 1.24) is found
by first eliminating z, then eliminating y, between (eq. 1.23) and (eq.
_3n2 - ,_2n3 P2n3 - P3n2
Eliminating z, y = x + (1.2 5)
m2n 3 - m3n 2 m2n 3 - m3n 2
1.24)
i.e., y - alx+ bI (1.26)
_2m3 - _3m2 P3m2 - P2m3
Eliminating y z = x + (1.27)
, m2n 3 - m3n 2 m2n 3 - m3n 2
i.e., z =-a2x+ b 2 (1.28)
In symmetric form, the equation of the line of intersection is
x _Y-bl_ z-b 2
1 a 1 a2
Direction cosines of the line are
1 a 1 a 2
(1.29)
)1/2 2 1/2 2 2 1/2 (1.30)
(1+ a}+ a: (1+ a12+a2) (1+ aI + a2 )
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Points on intersection line at distance r 1 from (Xl, Yl' Zl)
S1 (xl/_y 1, z 1)
D / IDmin
(x,y,z)_ IH(XH ' YH' Zn)
- Line-of Intersection
Eq. of line:
y = alx+ b 1
z = a 2 x + b 2
1. ) Closest Approach Point (figure
1.4)
First find coordinates (XH, Y H' ZH)
of point H, which is point on line
closest to S 1
D2 = (X-Xl)2+ (y-y1)2+ (z- Zl)2
= (X-Xl)2+ (alx+ bl-yl )2
Figure 1.4. CLOSEST APPROACH
GE OM E TRY
D is minimum when D2 is minimum when
+ (a2x+ b 2 - Zl)2
dD 2
-_ = 2(X-Xl) + 2al(alx+ b 1 - yl) + 2a2(a2x+ b 2 - Zl) = 0.
Solving for x (= XH), x H =
+ al {Yl + a2x 1 - bl) (z 1 - b2)
2+a 1+ a 1
then from (1.26) and
(1.2S),
YH = alXH + bl
z H = a2x H + b 2
(1.31)
and Dmi n [(XH Xl)2 (yH yl)2 (ZH-Zl)2] 1/2= - + - + (1.32)
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PS 1
_ine of Intersection"P(x, y, z)
Figure 1.5. POSSIBLE VEHICLE
POSITIONS
2. ) Possible Vehicle Position Points
(figure 1.5)
The two points P on the line of
intersection, which are at a dis-
tance r 1 from $1, can be ob-
tained from the coordinates of H
(eq. 1.31), the length Q =
- D . , and the di-
mln
rection cosines of the line of
intersection (eq. 1.30):
x =x H
Y =YH
z=z H
Q
± 2 2 1/2
(l+aI +a 2 )
Qa 1
2 2 1/2
(l+a 1 +a 2 )
Qa2
(l+a:+a:) 1/2
)
(1.33)
Finally, eliminate ambiguous solution by rejecting that P for which
O. 2 2 2
x- + y + z _R E , R E = radius earth. This is a satisfactory test for
AROD orbital altitudes of interest.
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Summary
The computation requirements for the above sequence may be simpli-
fied by assuming that for known station sites, the separation distances
SIS 2 and SIS 3 are pre-computable, and further that the points K2 =
(XK2 , YK2 , ZK2 ) between stations 1 and 2, and K 3 = (XK3,YK3 , ZK3 ) be-
tween stations 1 and 3 can also be predetermined.
Thus the program inputs are:
Stations Separations Chord Points Ranges Radius Earth
Xl' YI' Zl
x2,Y 2 , z2
x3,Y3,z3
SIS 2
SIS 3
XK2' YK2' zK 2
XK3' YK3' ZK3
r I
r2
r3
R E
Required Computations:
SIC 2 r: + (SIS2)2 -r:
L2 =Z
8182 2 (S1S 2)2
Xc 2
YC 2
= Xl+ L2(x2 - x1)
=Yl + L2(Y2 - yl )
Zc2 = zI + L2(z2 - Zl)
P2=[(Xc2-xK2)2+ (Yc2-YK2)2+ (Zc2-zK2)2 ]
1/2
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2 = (Xc2 - XK2)/p2
m2 = (Yc2 - YK2)/p2
n2 = (Zc2 - ZK2)/P2
Repeat above sequence with subscripts "2" replaced by "3" and
obtain 3' m3' n3"
M = m2n 3 - m3n 2
1
a 1= _(£3n2 - £2n3 )
1
b 1 = -_ (P2n3 - P3n2)
1
a2 =_(£2m3 - _3m2 )
1
b2 =-_ (P3m2 - P2m3 )
2 i/2
N =(1+ a:+ a2 )
1
XH= 7 Ix1+ al(Y 1
YH = alx H + b 1
ZH= a2x H + b 2
D 2 = Xl)2rain (XH-
I/2
Q (r: 2= _ Dmi n )
- bl) + a2(z 1 - b2) ]
+ (YH - Yl )2 + (ZH - Zl)2
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Vehicle Position:
x =xH_QN
Qa 2
z = ZH ±--_
2 2 2 2
Test: Reject the triple (x, y, z) for whichx + y + z <RE.
1.1.1.3 Velocity Determination
The velocity navigation equations using the solution to the position
equations as a known input are a set of three linear equations in three
unknowns and can be solved easily by the method of determinants. The
velocity navigation equations may be written as:
• " r.{ _. (1.34)(x - xi) (_ - _i) + (y - yi) (Y - Yi) + (z - zi) (_ - zi) = 1 1
i=l, 2, 3
where x, y, z are obtained from position equations and r, i- are meas-
ured quantities. The station position and velocity coordinates are pre-
dictable functions of time. For example, in the inertial geocentric
system:
X. = R. COS_i cos1 1 }ti(t)
Yi = R. cos _isin1 hi(t)
z. = R. sin_.= constant
1 1 1
; i=1,2,3 (1.34a)
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i(t) = ki o + _E(t - to)
_}i = - _2ERi cos _i sin Xi(t )
1
= _2ER i cos _i cos X i(t )
=0
(1.34b)
where Ri, _i are fixed quantities specifying station range and latitude angle
respectively.
io is the initial (t = to) value of station longitude angle
_2E is the known value of earth rotation rate.
Returning to eq. 1.34 and expanding for three stations,
(x - Xl)(_ - _i) + (y - yl)_y - _i)+ (z - Zl)(_)= rl_ 1
- x2)(k - %)+ (y - y2)(_ - _2 ) + (z - z2)(_. )
- x3)(_ - _3 ) + (y - y3)(_ - 33) + (z - z3)(_)
=r2r 2
= r3_ 3
y, z solved from position navigation equations
_r, _ to be determined
(1.35)
(1.36)
(1.37)
(X
(x
where
X,
Rewrite eq. 1.35, eq. 1.36, eq. 1.37:
_(x - Xl) + _(y - yl) + _(z - Zl)+ _:l(Xl- x) + _l(yI - y) - ri_1
= 0 (1.38)
*x(x- x2)+ _(y- y2)+ _(z - z2)+ _2(x2 - x)+ _2(y 2 -y) - r2"r 2
= 0 (1.39)
_(x - x3) + _r(y - y3) + _(z - z3) + _3(x3 - x) + _r3(Y3 - y) - r3_- 3
= 0 (1.40)
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'/
l
\ _1._ K1"_ I{'1"5 \
1
._b.er. e
t_3.6
t_l. _ _ _1" _
1._ '1
IK15 = rlr I + Xl(X - Xl) + _rl(y - yl )
K19 :r2_ + x2(x- x2)+ _r2(Y-Y 2)
K23 = tar 3 + £3(x - x3) + ya(y - y3 )
= K12(K17K22 - K18K21) + K13(K18K20
+ K14(K16K21
- K16K22)
- K17K20)
1.1.1.4 Math Flow Diagrams
The equations previously discussed for determining spacecraft
position (by three methods) and velocity will now be presented in the form
of flow diagrams for the sequence of mathematical operations, (Figures
1.6, 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9).
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Inputs
to. t, xl0, ½0' _30'RE
R 1 , R 2 , R3, r 1 , r 2 , r 3
zl' z2' z3' rl' _2' r3
Update Station Coord's to Time t
_l(t) = kl0 + ( _2 E)(t - to)
k2(t ) = )t20 + (_ E)(t - to)
X3(t ) =)t30+ (_ E)(t-to)
x I = RI[COS ¢'1] [ cos _l(t)}
Yl = RI[C°S _hll [ sin Al(t) ]
x 2 = R2 [cos _21[ cos h2(t)]
Y2 = R2 [c°s _2 I[ sin _2(t)l
x 3 : R3[cos _p3][ cos A3(t)]
Y3 = R3[c°s _3 ][ sin k3(t)]
a = (Yl - Y2)/(x2 - Xl)
b = (z 1 - z2)/(x 2 - xl)
 2=x:+ 2 2 r:Y2 + z2 -
2 2 2 2
K3 = x3 + Y3 + z3 - r3
c : (U 2 - K1)/2(x 2 - xl)
K4 = 2(-axl - Yl + ax3 + Y3 )
K 5 : 2(-bx 1 - z I + bx 3 e z 3)
K 6 : K 3 - K 1 + 2c (x I - x 3)
K 7 = -K5/K 4
K 8 = K6/K 4
K 9 : K72(a2+ i)+ b 2+ l+2KTab
KI0 = 2 [ K7K8(a2 + I) + Ksab+ KT(ac - ax 2 -y2)+ (bc -bx 2 - z2) ]
KII = K:(a2 + i)+ 2K8(ac - ax 2 -y2)+ K2+ c2 -2cx 2
-KI0 + ¢(KI0)2-4K9KII
z I -
2K 9
y, = K7z' + K 8
x' =ay' + bz' + c
E = x '2 + y,2 + z,2 - RE2
-K10 - ¢(KI0 )2 - 4K9Kll
z" -
2 K 9
y,, = KTz"+ K 8
x" = Ry" + bz" + C
To Velocity Computation
Figure I.6. AROD POSITION COMPUTATION DIRECT SOLUTION
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Figure 1.7.
Inputs
to, t, A10 , )t20 , )t30 , RE, C
_2E, _1, 1_2, _ 3
R I, R 2, R 3. r I. r 2, r 3
i
Update Station Coords To Time t
Al(t ) = )kl0+ (GE)( t - to)
)t2(t ) = ),20 + (_E)(t - to)
k3(t ) = )t30 + (_E)( t - to)
x 1 = RI[ cos _1 ] [ cos Al(t) ]
Yl: RI[cos_1][ s_._l(tl ]
x2: _2[eos%] [ oos½(t)}
Y2 = R2[ cos %} [ sin k2(t ) ]
x 3 : R3[ cos _3 ] [ cos _t3(t) ]
Y3=R3[e_ %] [ sIn_3(t)]
2 2 2 2
KI=Xl +Yl + Zl -rl
2 2 2 2
K2=x2 +Y2 +z2 -r2
2 2 2 2
K3=x3 +Y3 +z3 -r3
l
Guess Roots From Previous
Computation
Xgi' Ygi' Zgi i=1. 2,...
l
1 2 2
_g =Xgi +Ygi
2
eg =Xg_+ Ygi2
E3=x2+y 2
g gi gi
Matrix Inversion
B = A -I
Ay i= (-Egl)(b21)+ (-Eg2)(b22) + (_E:)(b23)
J
xgi+ 1 = xgi+ AX i
=y +
Ygi+ i gi AYi
z =z + Az i
gi+l gi
_lz -z ! <c / .
_ NO
z 2
+ gi - 2(xlXgi + YlYgi + zlZgi) + K1
z 2
+ gi _2(X2Xgi+ Y2Ygi + Z2Zgi)+ K2
+ z 2 - 2(X3Zgl+ Y3Ygi + K3gi " Z3Zgi) +
a13 = 2(Zg i - Zl)
a23 = 2(Zg i - z2)
a33 = 2(Zg i - z3)
Computation of Matrix Elements A = [ aij,]
all = 2(xg i - Xl) a12 = 2(yg i - yl )
a21 = 2(xg i - x2) a22 = 2(yg i - y2 )
a31 = 2(xg i - x3) a32 = 2(yg i - y3 )
t
YES
TO
VELOCITY
COMPUTATION
AROD POSITION COMPUTATION METHOD OF DIFFERENTIAL CORRECTION
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Inputs
to,t,qo'x20'_30'Rz'qs2
%' q' _2'% qs3
_i'R2'R3'"I'r2'ra
Zl' z2' z3' ri' _c2' r3
I
Update Station Coord's To Time t
Al(t) = AI0 + (fiE) (t - to)
½(t) = x20 + (%)(t - t o)
x3(t) = x30 + to E) (t - to)
x I = R I [cos tpl] [ cos _l(t)]
Yl = R1 [cos _1 ] [ sin Xl{t) ]
x 2 = R 2 [cos _2 ] [ cos ).2(t) ]
Y2 = R2 [cos _21 [ sin A2(t ) ]
:"a=Ha[_o_'/'3][oo__a(t)]
Y3 = R3 [cos _3 ] [ sin ),3(t) l
XK2=% +_)/2
YK_ = % + Y2)/2
ZK2 = (z 1+ z2)/2
XKa = (x1 + x3)/2
YK 3 = (Yl + Y3 )/2
Zz3 =" {ZI + "Z3)/2
 s1s?2_r:
Li= --
2(SlS i)
Xci = x I + (Li)(x i - Xl)
Yc i = Yl +(Li)(Yi - Yl )
Zci = z I + (Li)(z i - zl)
(Xc i - XKi)2 2 (Zci - ZKi)2Pi = + (Yci - YKi) +
"_i = (xc i - Xki)/Pi
• = - ykl)/p im I (Yci .
ni = (Zc i - ZK i)/Pi
LCI-
M = m2n 3 - m3n 2
al=(I/M)(£3n 2 - _2n3 )
b I = (1/M)(P2n 3 - Pan2 )
a2 = (l/M) (_2m3 - 43m2 )
b2 = (l/M) (P3m2 - P2m3 )
{
1
X H = _ [xl+al(Yl-b 1) + a2(zl-b2)]
YH = alXH + bl
Z H = a2X H + b 2
{
DJIN = (XH-Xl)2 + (YH -Yl )2 + (ZH - zl)2
2Q = - DMI N
x = X H + (Q/N) I
I
i y = YH + (Qal/N) [z = Z H + (Qa2/N)
l
E =x2+ y2+ z 2 _RE 2
x =X H- (Q/N) ]
Y = YH - (Qal/N) Iz = Z H- (Qa2/N)
TO VELOCITY COMPUTATION
Figure 1.8. AROD POSITION COMPUTATION ANALYTIC GEOMETRY METHOD
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Inputs I
r 1, r 2, r 3 kl(t) k2(t) k3(t)
i_l' r2' r3
x, y, z from position computation
Update Station Velocity Coordinates
_1 = -_ERx [ cos _Ul] [ sin _l(t)]
Yl = _ER1 [c°s ¢'I] [cos _l(t)]
_2---%%[cos*2][smx2(t_]
Y2: _ER2[c°s_P2][cos>,2(t)]
% :-%%[oos %] [smx_(t_]
_3--%%[cos %] [cos_3(t_]
KI2 =x-x I KI6=X-X 2 K20 =x-x 3
K13=Y-Y.I K17_Y-Y2 K21--Y-Y_
K14 = z - z 1 K18 = z - z 2 K22 = z - z3
i •
K15 = rlr I + (Xl)(X - Xl) + (yl) (y - yl )
K19= r2r2+ (x2)(x- x2)+ (Y2)(Y -Y2 )
K23 = r3r 3 + (x3)(x - x3) + (y3)(y - y3 )
5 = K12(K17K22 - K18K21 )+ K13(K18K20 - K16K22 )+ KI4(K16K21 - K17K20 )
k = [K15(K17K22 - K18K21 ) + K13(K18K23 - K19K22 ) + K14(K19K21 - K17K23 ) ]/D
_/-= [ K12(KI9K22 - K18K23) + K15(K18K20 - K16K22) + K14(K16K23 - K19K20)]/D
_. = [ K12(K17K23 - K19K21) + K13(K19K20 - K16K23) + K15(K16K21 - K17K20) ]/D"
Figure 1.9. AROD VELOCITY COMPUTATIONS
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1.1.2 Auxiliary Computations
The auxiliary computations consist primarily of the transformation
of "raw" AROD data to range and range rate data; corrections to the data
for various effects; reasonableness tests to determine the validity of the
data; the determination of which transponders will be turned on or off; and
the overall logical control of the data flow in the computer prior to the final
transfer to the guidance and control routines. The work to date has con-
centrated on the transformation from the raw AROD data to range and range
rate quantities, and corrections to the data. Paragraphs 1.1.2.1 and
1.1.2.2 discuss the range and range rate computations respectively.
Figure 1.10 presents a general block diagram of the functions that
may be required (depending upon the find implementation) in the range and
range rate calculations. In this figure, the subscript, i, refers to a par-
ticular transponder. For instance N2 would be the cycle count associated
with transponder number 2. A glossary of the symbols used in Figure
1.10 will be given here since they are used elsewhere.
t - start time of all range rate measurements
c
N. - cycle count for i th transponder
1
t - start time of range measurements*
0
t. - termination time for i th transponder range measurement*
T. - frequency translation used by i th transponder
ft - transmitted frequency
n - index of refraction
t d - time associated with all range rate measurements
h - altitude
e - velocity of propagation in a vacuum
For the purposes of this analysis, it is immaterial whether the range
measurements start simultaneously or terminate simultaneously.
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At c
Ni
Calculate
frequency
Shift
Calculate
Range
Rate
°1
Ri
/_ t c
ft
_ Station geometry
Correct 1_ Time of clay
Propagation
E rrors
etc.
I_ i
i L|
tj ltd:l IR'Calculate Itd Il
td I_ i R i
to ti
I ,-,ot.I
T I i L_ ti
I
I Calculate
Range C
R_i
Correct R Day of year
h _ Propagation Frequency
Errors
etco
o 1 Rlit i
Synchronize [
Figure 1.10. GENERALIZED FLOW OF RANGE AND RANGE RATE
COMPUTATIONS
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1.1.2.1 RangeCalculations
The range calculation problem consists of not only the range com-
putation problem but also a time translation problem. For convenience,
the range computation problem will be divided into two steps. The first
of these is the transformation from the basic A.ROD data to an approximate
range by a simple multiplication, using the velocity of propagation for a
vacuum, c. This must then be followed by a propagation correction com-
pensating for the fact that the velocity of propagation is indeed not that
for a perfect vacuum.
Once accurate range measurements have been obtained, it is nec-
essary to associate them with an appropriate time point. This time
translation problem is by necessity also a two step operation. The first
step (i. e., interpolation) must compensate for the error introduced in the
range measurements due to the movement of the vehicle during the measure-
ment interval. A second step (i. e., synchronization) may also be nec-
essary to re-align the several range measurements to a common time
point.
The correction for propagation errors is the most complicated prob-
lem; it must take into account the integrated effect of the variation in
the index of refraction as the radiated energy passes through the atmos-
phere. The difficulty arises in trying to assign quantitative values for
n. Once this has been done, it will be a straight forward problem to im-
plement the correction using either a pre-stored table or an analytical
expression. Tentative results indicate that the propagation correction as
a function of range to the transponder may be a family of straight lines
whose slopes are determined by the altitude or elevation angle. If this is
indeed the case, the analytical expression will be extremely simple, re-
quiring the storage of only constants defining the slopes.
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The interpolation and synchronization problems are somewhatrelated.
Sincethe vehicle canmove a considerable distance during the range meas-
urement interval, it is necessary to interpolate the data to ensure that this
range measurement is associated with the correct point in space.
An analysis of the interpolation problemusing a Taylor series expansion
indicates that the acceleration effects are insignificant. Therefore, over
the small range measurement time interval, the vehicle velocity can be
assumed to be constant. This simplifies the analysis since the time to
associate with the range measurement will just be the mid-point of the
time interval. Preliminary calculations indicate that associating the
average range with this time point results in an error that never exceeds
10 -3 meters (which is negligible).
Once the individual range measurements with their associated times
have been computed, it may be necessary to synchronize them to a common
time. This correction can also be made using the Taylor Series expansion.
Since the contribution from the r term is insignificant, only the first two
terms of the expansion are required to synchronize the data.
1.1.2.2 Range Rate Calculations
As shown in Figure 1.9, there are several functions that must be
performed to obtain accurate range rate data. An approximate range rate
is computed by first calculating the doppler frequency from the cycle
count data and then. solving the doppler equation. An accurate range rate
measurement is then obtained by making a propagation correction. Sil, ce
the cycle counting interval is of the order of 0.25 sec. it is also necessary
to determine the time point for which this average range rate applies.
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The propagationcorrections on r must take into account the integrated
effect of the index of refraction, n, through the atmosphere. In addition,
knowledgeof the instantaneousvalue of the index of refraction at the space-
craft could further reduce the propagationerrors. The integrated effect
causes an error dueto the anglebetweenthe curved path and the line-of-
sight pathat the vehicle, while the instantaneousn determines the actual
velocity of propagation at the vehicle. An investigation of the range of
values of the index of refraction indicates that it may be possible to store
values of n as a function of altitude or elapsed time for a specific mission.
The major problem remaining in the range rate computations is the
correction for the integrated effect of the index of refraction. The prob-
lem lies in the lack of adequatedatadescribing the atmosphereas a func-
tion of geography, season, sun activity, etc. From these dataa range
rate correction and a rms error after correction must be computed.
This range rate correction will either be entered into the computer as
stored dataand accessedby a table look-up routine or will be approximated
by an equationthat can be solvedwhena correction is needed. The trade-
off betweencomputation time and storage spaceas well as the feasibility
of using an approximation equationwill be examinedduring the next
quarter.
Sincethe range rate measurementis taken over an interval of ap-
proximately 0.25 sec. it is necessaryto assign a time, to this average
range rate. In a similar manner to the range measurement, an analysis
by Taylor Series expansionfor range rate indicates that the _"term is
insignificant. Therefore, the best time to associate with the range rate
measurement is the mid-point of themeasurement interval.
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1.1.3 COMPUTERTIME ANDSTORAGEESTIMATES
Preliminary estimates of the computer time and storage requirements
for the basic and auxiliary computations have been made. The computer
used in these estimates is the Saturn V Digital Computer described in
Doc. No. TN587-38 (IBM Owego).
Since the basic AROD computations are the maj or contributors to the
total time estimate, they will be discussed in some detail, using the direct
solution (for the position computation) presented in section 1.1.1.2.1.
Exclusive of sine, cosine, and square root operations the computation
procedure illustrated in the math flow diagrams requires 456 stored in-
structions and 816 instruction executions. The sine-cosine routine
will require approximately 60 storage locations and 70 instruction execu-
tions. Each entry will calculate both the sine and cosine of the value. The
square root subroutine will be assumed to require 30 storage locations and
75 instruction executions. This assumes 3 iterations to achieve the desired
accuracy.
It must also be recognized that the solution of these equations must
be accomplished on a fixed point computer. This will involve considerable
manipulation of the data (scaling). The estimates have, therefore, been
corrected by a factor that has been found reasonable, based upon past
experience.
The instruction storage requirements are summarized below:
Main program
Sin-cos and square root subroutines
15% for scaling
Total 13 list words
456
90
82
628
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Total 26 list words 314
Data storage requirements 80
Total 26 list storage 394words
As shownin Figure 1.6, a decision must be made to either use or
bypass the last block. The left handcolumn in the time summary given
below assumes this block hasbeenbypassed. The right handcolumn
includes the last block.
Time Summary:
Main program 761 816
Sine-cosine and square root subroutines 285 285
20% for scaling 209 220
Total instruction executions at 84#see
per instruction 1255 1321
Total time required 0. 105 sec. 0. 111 sec.
The estimates of the time requirements for the auxiliary computations
will depend to a great extent on the type of propagation error corrections
used as well as the method of station selection. Since the analysis of
these two problems has not been completed, specific numbers cannot be
stated. However, a conservative estimate of the time required can rea-
sonably be assumed to be 0.1 seconds. Using these estimates, the total
computer time required for all AROD computations is estimated to be
0.2 seconds ±0.1 seconds.
It is anticipated that a final estimate for the total computer storage
and time requirements will be obtained during the next quarter.
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1.2 LAUNCH TRAJECTORY ERROR ANALYSIS
A preliminary analysis of the Geometrical Dilution of Precision
(GDOP) resulting from the use of AROD as an AMR launch-guidance back-
up system was conducted by means of the AROD Error Evaluation Com-
puter Program.* This program, which is discussed in detail in Appendix
A of the AROD Design Feasibility Report (IBM #TR023-022), computes the
error amplifying effects of vehicle-to-station geometry in terms of po-
sition and velocity covariance error matrices. The elements of these
matrices, in turn, are used to compute the magnitudes and spatial ori-
entations of error ellipsoid semi-axes corresponding to the diagonalized
forms of the position and velocity covariance matrices. In this way a
description of the error volumes within which vehicle position and veloc-
ity can be expected to lie with specified probability is obtained. These
data (and additional related measures of net system accuracy) are gen-
erated at specified increments of time within the observation region de-
fined by the instantaneous vehicle position and three AROD transponder
locations.
1.2.1 Description of Computer Runs
A "typical" Saturn launch trajectory, as supplied by NASA Hunts-
ville (Reel No. 6792, Log No. B7, Unit No. 24, 3 Sept. 63), was
utilized for the launch trajectory GDOP analysis runs. These tra-
jectory data are expressed in terms of a Cape Canaveral topocentric-
rectangular reference frame.
* The orbital computation portion of the AROD Error Evaluation Compu-
ter Program was modified to accomodate NASA launch trajectory data
against which the performance of AROD is to be measured.
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By expressing AROD transponder location inputs in the trajectory
reference frame, it is possible to output the computer program data in
this reference frame also. Thus, all position-velocity data herein de-
scribed are in terms of a Cape Canaveral topocentric-rectangular triad
(_s' Ys' _s ) defined as follows:
Ys is in the direction of the local vertical, positive up
_" is in the direction of the launch azimuth angle, positive forward
S
(downrange)
is directed to form a right-handed set
s
The Xs, Ys' Zs data are thus conveniently described as down-range, alti-
tude, and cross-range data, respectively. In accordance with stipulated
launch trajectory characteristics, a launch azimuth angle of 72 ° is as-
sumed. Latitude and longitude of Cape Canaveral are taken as 28.5°N
and 80.5°W, respectively; a spherical earth of radius 6. 371 x 106 M is
assumed for these first test runs.
Several AROD transponder (station) configurations, designed to per-
mit ready analysis of GDOP effects throughout the course of the 706 sec-
ond launch trajectory, are incorporated in these tests. The assumed
AROD transponder locations (both land-based and oceanborne) are shown
in Figure 1.11. Included in Figure 1.11 is a table detailing the manner
by which these various locations were combined to provide a total of
twelve transponder configurations (designated A through L) for the test
runs. Figure 1.11 also shows the anticipated launch zone for the Saturn
vehicle and an earth-track of a typical Saturn launch trajectory. Note
that some of the transponder configurations (e. g., A, E, F) allow early
monitoring of AMR launch trajectories, while others (B, G, J) allow
"midcourse" monitoring, and still others (C,D, H,I, K, L) allow "termi-
nal" (insertion) monitoring. It should also be noted that some of the as-
sumed configurations are all land-based (E, F, G, J), some are all
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oceanborne (D, I, K, L), and some are combination land-based and ocean-
borne (A, C, H). To assess the GDOP effects of configuration baseline
distance, "large", "medium", and "short" baselines characterize sev-
eral of the assumed configurations. Station location program inputs are
modified slightly over those shown in Figure 1.11 to approximate the ef-
fects of earth rotation over the observation interval associated with each
configuration.
Two combinations of AROD range measurement accuracy (as speci-
fied by range RMS error, err) and range rate measurement accuracy(((y_)
are assumed for the test runs. The values chosen for these combinations
((Yr =3M' c_. -- 0. 05 M/sec and (y =10M, (y. =0.15M/sec) are con-
r r r
sidered reasonable in view of the AROD design philosophy and conclu-
sions drawn in the AROD Design Feasibility Report. All three range
RMS errors are assumed equal and constant throughout a given test run;
the corresponding three range rate RMS errors are likewise assumed
equal and constant.
To obtain first estimates of the GDOP effects of transponder location
uncertainties, several combinations of station coordinate uncertainties
are employed. In general, all land-based station coordinate errors and
all oceanborne altitude errors are assumed to be accurately known while
oceanborne latitude and longitude errors are assumed to be less well
known.* Actual numerical values assumed for station coordinate errors
*In view of the relatively short geocentric angle subtended by the farthest
down-range station location, the topocentric Ys coordinate error is taken
as a direct measure of station altitude error. For the same reason, the
topocentric x s and z s coordinate errors are taken as direct measures of
station longitude and latitude errors, respectively. For notational con-
venience, the station altitude error is symbolized by o h and station
longitude and latitude errors by _.
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are tabulated, along with corresponding test run numbers, in Table 1.1.
Station coordinate bias errors are assumed only for the "Bermuda Base-
line" test runs (Runs 37, 38), for which longitudinal bia_ errors of 15M
are taken for each transponder location.
For each test run, all transponders are assumed to be elevation-
angle-limited to 5° above the local horizon. Table 1.1 summarizes the
important characteristics of each test run.
1.2.2 Discussion of Computer Results
The results obtained for the comnuter runs listed in Table 1.1 are
summarized in the computer print-out data of parag- _ph 1.2.4; in addi-
tion, some of the data are presented graphically in Figures 1.12 through
1.16. Note that in each figure the maximum axes of the position and
velocity covariance error ellipsoids are used as summary measures of
system accuracy; for ease of discussion, these quantities are hereafter
referred to as the AROD position and velocity system errors. In most
of the figures, AROD system errors are plotted adjacently as functions
of time from lift-off in order to permit simultaneous evaluation. The
first and last points indicated on each "'--_ _1 , ....
_l,, ,_o_ represent th_ first and
last launch trajectory points lying within the elevation-angle-limited
observation region; a direct measure of the total observation interval
T associated with each configuration is thus provided by the time plots.
Figure 1.12 plots the performance capability (as measured by error
ellipsoid maximum axes) of several down-range AROD configurations ad-
jacent to a time-history plot of a typical AMR Saturn launch trajectory.
This is a summary plot showing that adequate AMR launch trajectory
coverage, from practically lift-off to orbital insertion, is achievable
by AROD configurations A-D. Note that, for the stipulated station lo-
cation uncertainties (see Table 1.1), AROD position system accuracies
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Table 1.1
TEST RUN SPECIFICATION
Run
No.
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
Configuration
D
D
D
A
B
C
A
B
C
E
F
G
H
H
I
I
J
J
I
I
Range Meas.
Error,
crr
(meters)
Range Rate
Meas. Error,
crr
(m/sec)
0.05
Ocean Borne
Long. & Lat.
Errors, (_
(meters)
Ocean Borne
Altitude
Errors, (_h
(meters)
All
Land based
Errors,
(meters)
30 3 ---
100 10 ---
100 10 3
100 10 10
100 10 10
30 3 3
30 3 3
30 3 3
...... 3
...... 3
3 (ss, CH)
10 (Ber)
30 10 10
100 10 10
30 10 ---
100 10 ---
...... 0.03
...... 0.10
30O 10 ---
1000 10 ---
10I 10 0.15 30
I 10 0.15 100 10 ---
I 3 0.05 30 3 ---
K 30 10 ---
100 10 ---
30 10 ---
100 lO ---
Min. Elev.
Angle
(degrees)
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of the order of 45 meters and AROD velocity system accuracies of the
order of 1 M/sec are available throughout the typical Saturn launch
trajectory.
The importance of minimizing oceanborne station coordinate uncer-
tainties is illustrated in Figure 1.13. This figure gives time history
plots of the position and velocity system errors associated with Config-
uration I (All Oceanborne), over a wide range of values of longitude and
latitude station coordinate errors (a_ --30, 100, 300, 1000 meters).
Altitude coordinate errors _h are assumed equal at 10M for each trans-
ponder of Configuration I and "representative" values of AROD range/
range-rate measurement errors (_r --3M, _. --0.05 M/sec) are as-r
sumed in Figure 1.13. Results of Figure 1.13 indicate that for the rep-
resentative values of (_ r' _ )' AROD system errors are roughly pro-
portional to _: system position (velocity) error is approximately 55M
(0.5 M/sec) for a_ -- 30M and approximately 1800M(15 M/sec) for
_ = 1000M. An approximate rule-of-thumb then is that, for oceanborne
transponder configurations (with baselines of the order of 800 - 1000 km),
AROD Position System Error _ 2_
AROD Velocity System Error _ 0.02_
for values of _ greater than 30 meters.
The strong influence baseline distance has on the performance of
AROD oceanborne configurations is demonstrated by comparing the re-
sults of runs 35, 44, and 46. In these runs, oceanborne configurations
I, K, and L represent large (1000 KM), medium (400 KM), and small
(100 KM) baseline configurations, respectively Representative measure-
ment accuracies, station longitude-latitude errors of _ -- 30M, and
station altitude errors of _h -- 10M are also assumed in these runs. It
is noted that although coverage time is greatly increased with decreas-
ing base line, system accuracy is generally poorer and varies over a
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wider range. Thus, large baselines are generally preferable for ocean-
borne deployment, except where coverage time is critical.
First estimates of the relative importance of AROD measurement
accuracies, in the presence of oceanborne station location uncertainties,
are supplied by Figure 1.14. System error time plots are given for two
combinations of measurement accuracies (3M, 0.05 M/sec and 10M,
0.15 M/sec), with oceanborne configuration I, and for (_ = 30M, (_h =10M.
Variations in system performance, for the large changes in magnitude of
((_r' (_)' are seen to be relatively small in the presence of station co-
ordinate errors of the order of 30M. For larger values of station co-
ordinate errors, system performance variations as a result of changes in
(err, (_) will be even smaller than those shown in Figure 1.14. Thus,
for oceanborne deployment of transponders the design requirements on
measurement accuracy ((_r' a_) can probably be related with little effect
on overall system accuracy.
Owing to the tactical advantages of mid-range land-based configura-
tions, a configuration employing three stations on Bermuda (Bermuda
Baseline) was evaluated in the test runs. The performance of the Ber-
muda Baseline configuration can be compared to (all oceanborne) Con-
figuration I by examining the results of computer runs 35, 36, 37, 39 and
40. It is clear from the results that the Bermuda Baseline configuration
cannot compete with large baseline oceanborne configurations except pos-
sibly when (_4 _ 100M. The errors resulting from the bias error expected
in surveying the three Bermuda stations, as supplied by the computer
program (see print-out data, paragraph 1.2.4), are as expected: net sys-
tem positional bias error in the Xs(i. e., approximately longitudinal di-
rection is 15M and net system velocity bias error is zero.
To assess the effects of altitude coordinate errors on oceanborne
configuration performance, Figure 1.15 plots system errors for two
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values of (r h (3M, 10M) associated with Configuration I. In addition to
ellipsoidal maximum axis data, Figure 1.15 also gives the variation of
net system error in the topocentric Y (essentially altitude) direction.
s
Representative measurement errors and longitude-latitude station co-
ordinate errors of ff_ = 30M are assumed in Figure 1.15. Results given
in Figure 1.15 indicate that changes in (_h have small effect on net sys-
tem performance.
An all land-based offshore-Florida configuration has obvious tactical and
operational advantages. Three transponder configurations employed in these
first te st runs are of this nature: Configurations E, F, and G. Of the three,
Configuration E is of relatively short base-line; Configurations F and G are each
of relatively large base-line, with F possessing the additional advantage of
early coverage capability. System errors for these three configurations are
plotted in Figure 1.16. Station coordinate errors of 3M are as sumed for all
locations except Bermuda, for which station coordinate errors of 10M are as-
sumed; representative measurement errors are assumed in Figure 1.16. The
data of Figure 1.16 indicate that early land-based AMR coverage, of accept-
able accuracy, is available through AROD configurations E, F, G. Compara-
tively, it may be deduced that the larger baseline configurations are to be
employed whenever permitted by coverage requirements.
Figure 1.17 (3 sheets) displays the ranges of the AROD position and
velocity system errors for runs 21-47. This figure serves as a useful
data summary since the shapes of the curves are usually similar.
1.2.3 Summary of Computer Results
Important preliminary conclusions resulting from the preceding
computer results can be summarized as follows:
• Continuous coverage of AMR launch trajectories (from essentially
lift-off to orbital insertion) can be obtained from a transponder network
comprising land-based and a few oceanborne transponders.
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• AROD position and velocity system errors are essentially propor-
tional to station coordinate errors for oceanborne transponder configura-
tions.
• For oceanborne configurations, large baselines (_ 800 km) should
be employed whenever permitted by coverage requirements.
• In the presence of oceanborne station coordinate errors greater
than 30 meters, only small changes in system performance result from
large changes in AROD range/range rate measurement accuracies ((_r'
(_p). Relatively rough design goals may thus be acceptable for these
quantities.
• An all-Bermuda based AROD transponder triad is competitive (on
a system accuracy basis) with a large-baseline oceanborne triad only in
the presence of oceanborne station coordinate errors greater than 100
meters.
• Oceanborne station altitude errors, which are smaller than the
latitude and longitude errors, have a correspondingly small effect on net
AROD system errors.
• Early coverage of AMR launch trajectories, using all land-based
transponders, is both possible and desirable. Three such configurations
have been examined. Whenever permitted by coverage requirements,
employment of the larger baseline configurations is preferred since these
minimize GDOP effects.
It is emphasized that results presented here are of an early, pre-
liminary nature. Several additional GDOP and operational aspects of
AROD, as an AMR launch trajectory monitoring system, remain to be
investigated in the next quarterly reporting period.
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1.2.4 Computer Printouts
Figures 1.18 to 1.44 show the computer printouts of data summa-
rizing the GDOP analyses, with the individual runs numbered 21 - 47.
The first two groups of data for each run arc input parameters (R,
LONG, LAT, etc) needed to specify the locations of the three AROD
transponders, and the geodetic and measurement accuracies being eval-
uated. Following the specification of the input parameters, the more
important quantities computed by the error analysis program are pre-
sented for each time increment within the elevation-angle-limited period
of observation. Table 1.2 gives a glossary of the terms used in these
printouts.
RHO
DEL X
X ERROR
Y ERROR
Z ERROR
MAX AX
MIN AX
Table 1.2
GLOSSARY OF PRINTOUT TERMS
B
m
Radius of a sphere with the same volume as
the error ellipsoid (meters)*
Bias error in X direction (meters)
s
Length of the semi-axis of the error ellipsoid
in the X direction (meters)
s
Length of the semi-axis of the error ellipsoid
in the Y direction (meters)
s
Length of the semi-axis of the error ellipsoid
in the Z direction (meters)
s
Maximum principal semi-axis of the error
ellipsoid (meters)
Minimum principal semi-axis of the error
ellipsoid (meters)
*The units for the velocity parameters, meters per second, have been
omitted for brevity.
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AZ MAX
EL MAX
R
LONG
LAT
MIN EL
DEL R
DEL RDOT
DEL X
DEL Y
DEL Z
SIGMA R
SIGMA RDOT
SIGMA X
SIGMA Y
SIGMA Z
XS
YS
ZS
Table 1.2--(Continued).
Azimuth angle of the maximum principal
axis (deg)
Elevation angle of the maximum principal
axis (deg)
Range from center of earth to transponder
(meters)
Longitude of transponder (deg)
Latitude of transponder (deg)
Minimum elevation angle (deg)
Bias error in range (meters)
Bias error in range rate (meters/sec)
Transponder location bias error in X
s
direction (meters)
Transponder location bias error in Y
S
direction (meters)
Transponder location bias error in Z
s
direction (meters)
RMS range error (meters)
RMS range rate error (meters/sec)
Transponder RMS
direction (meters)
Transponder RMS
direction (meters)
Transponder RMS
direction (meters)
location error in X
S
location error in Y
S
location error in Z
S
x coordinate of the transponder in the topo-
centric co-ordinate system
y coordinate of the transponder in the
topocentric co-ordinate systems
z coordinate of the transponder in the
topocentric co-ordinate system
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1.3 AROD/COMPUTERINTERFACE
During the first quarter, meetings anddiscussions were held with
NASAand IBM personnel to identify problem areas in the implementation
of the interface betweenthe ARODequipmentand the Saturn computer,
andto generate a preliminary design approachfor this interface. This
design approach, and the unresolved problem areas, are the subjects of
this section.
1.3.1 Functional Flow
A general functional flow for the AROD information is presented be-
low. The equipment configurations that have been assumed for the Saturn
computer and the Data Adapter, which provides the input/output buffering
for the computer, are described in two IBM Owego documents:
a. The Saturn V Digital Computer, report number TN 587-38
b. The Saturn V Data Adapter, report number TN 587-36
Assuming the use of this equipment, the following information flow for
the AROD data could be employed:
1. The AROD equipment measures, and stores, range and range
rate to each of four ground transponders.
2. The Saturn computer, when it reaches the AROD portion of its
computation cycle, summons the AROD data by sending a PIO in-
struction (for each AROD word) to the Data Adapter with the
AROD address.
3. The Data Adapter decodes the PIO-AROD instruction, gen-
erates a "READING AROD" signal, serializes the AROD data,
sends it into the computer, and generates a "FINISHED AROD
READ" signal to be sent to the AROD equipment.
4. The computer calculates the spacecraft's position and velocity
from the range and range rate data and the stored locations of the
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transponders, and then uses the position and velocity in its
guidance computations.
5. The computer transmits the computed position and velocity via
the telemetry link, using the Data Adapter and the Output Buffer.
6. The computer sends commands to the AROD transponders via
the AROD command link, using the Data Adapter and the Buffer
Register_ and a PIO-AROD OUT instruction.
7. The computer receives data from the transponders via the Data
Adapter and the Digital Input Multiplexer.
i. 3.2 Data Adapter
To achieve this flow of information some (relatively minor) modifi-
cations to the Data Adapter would have to be made. In essence, they
would consist of providing a new set of input lines to the Digital Input
Multiplexer, a new set of output lines, probably from the Buffer Regis-
ter, and synchronization signals to be sent to the AROD equipment.
The implementation currently under consideration for the interface
between the Data Adapter and the AROD equipment would transfer the
AROD data in ten 26-bit (parallel) words. The 26 input lines carrying
data from the AROD equipment would be connected into 26 Discrete Input
circuits. The DI circuit outputs would be connected to AND circuits
whose other "legs" are activated when a PIO instruction (with the AROD
address) is received from the computer and appropriate timing pulses
occur. The outputs from the first 13 AROD AND's are connected to the
first 13 latches in the Digital Input Multiplexer; the outputs from the sec-
ond 13 AROD AND's are also connected to the first 13 latches in the DIM.
On decoding a PIO-AROD instruction the Data Adapter generates a
"READING AROD" signal, which is sent to the AROD equipment just
prior to the reading of the data in the AND's, for synchronization
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purposes. (Other synchronization signals may also be transmitted--e, g.,
a 4 cps square wave--to permit utilization of existing storage registers in
the AROD equipment.) The first 13 AROD AND's are then activated to
read data into the DIM; these 13 bits are subsequently serialized in the
Serializer and transferred to the computer in the first 13 bit positions.
The second 13 bits are then read into the DIM (by activating their AND's),
serialized and transferred to the computer in the second 13 bit positions.
A "FINISHED AROD READ" is then generated and sent to the AROD equip-
ment. (This process will be repeated 10 times under direction of the
computer to read in the 10 26-bit AROD words constituting a "frame").
Another function which the Data Adapter may be called upon to per-
form is to transfer computer-generated commands to the AROD com-
mand link. These commands, which turn on (and off) specified trans-
ponders, will probably require a new set of 26 AND gates attached to the
26 latch outputs from the Buffer Register. (The AND's could be located
in the AROD equipment also.) These AND gates would be activated when
the Data Adapter decodes a computer-generated PIO-AROD OUT
instruction.
Several unresolved issues related to the interface design remain for
further analysis during the next quarter. These issues are generally
concerned with the nature of the information and synchronization signals
crossing the interface.
1.3.3 AROD Equipment
The AROD data outputs must exist in some stored form within the
AROD equipment ifa non-interrupt mode of inputtingvia the Data Adapter
is to be achieved. The manner of implementation of the interface es-
sentiallydepends upon whether thisstorage is associated directly with
the output of any of the eight (4for range, 4 for Doppler count) extrac-
tion operations or is a separately mechanized entity.
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The latter approach would require a buffer storage of the order of
260 bits, which could be jointly used in an independent and asynchronous
manner by the telemetry system and the Data Adapter. The use of such
a buffer would allow complete asychronism between the AROD data ex-
traction operations and the requests from other equipments for current
AROD data frames. A buffer storage of this type would be essentially a
word-organized, NDRO memory implemented with N latches, N input
gates and N output gates if the gates were controlled in groups of 26 bits.
The timing and synchronization requirements of this approach to imple-
mentation of the interface would be a minimum.
A buffer so organized could be very profitably implemented with
multiaperture magnetic core elements due to the low data rates in-
volved. Some of the outstanding advantages of such a mechanization,
as compared to transistor circuit latches plus diode gating (for ex-
ample), stem from greatly reduced power consumption (low data rate)
and much higher reliability due to markedly decreased active element
component count. A more compelling advantage _:elates to the ground
loop isolation problems commonly encountered in complex space sys-
tems. Complete ground (DC, Signal, and Power) isolation is readily
achieved between al__llinterfacing equipments (and associated systems
consequently) involved--AROD, Telemetry, and Data Adapter. The
above implementation benefits accrue directly from the inherent
"transformer-coupled" nature and pulse signal structures of magnetic
digital devices.
However, if certain concessions can be made, it is feasible to de-
pend only upon the register storage inherent in the extraction or meas-
urement circuits, at some expense in timing and synchronization
difficulties. Since computer requests to the DA for AROD sensor out-
put data may be on a one-word-at-a-time basis, repeated as many times
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as necessary to gather a full frame, the timing signals from the DA to
the AROD would be of the nature of discrete signals, (e. g. "READING
AROD"). In such a non-buffered system, however, anticipation timing
signals would be required to guarantee that a static (though possibly
stale) data output is available when the computer desires access at some
time in its program. These signals, plus telemetry timing, would have
to be suitably interlocked with the timing of the data extraction opera-
tions to insure data validity.
The output access gating for such a "non-buffered" approach to per-
mit transfer to both telemetry and Data Adapter, would be organized in a
similar manner as for a buffer storage (with additional provisions for in-
terlocking). A reasonable assumption concerning the registers containing
the digital number resulting from the extraction processes is that they
could most probably be of some form of hybrid microeleetronic transistor
logic, such as IBM's ULD. Two sets of parallel gating to telemetry and
the DA (with the computer having priority) could then be implemented
with the latches comprising the extraction equipment registers. This
approach means, however, full bit-parallel word transmission by means
of "level" signals. Consequent impact on ground loop isolation would be
less than desirable when contrasted to an interface mechanized on a pulse
signal basis with suitable transformer coupling. These points will be
given further consideration in the next quarter.
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Section2
OCEANBORNETRANSPONDERS
2.1 BACKGROUND
The developmentof useful oceanborneARODtransponders depends
upon proving techniques to satisfy three major requirements, namely:
1. Accurate positioning of oceanborneplatforms with respect to
points on land, for example, CapeCanaveral.
2. Accurate determination of the platform's position and velocity
with respect to its initial assignedlocation.
3. Highly stable oceanplatforms.
The oceanenvironment found in the transponder's operational loca-
tion will markedly affect the platform's design. In this study, emphasis
is on a sector from 72° to 105°, measured from north, with a vertex at
CapeCanaveral anda radius of 3500kilometers (1900nautical miles).
Typical sea depths in this area are about 3000fathoms (18,000 feet),
but there are a few seamountsrising to much lower depths. These sea-
mounts are significant becausestatic position errors of moored plat-
forms increase with depth. Waveheights, during a complete year, are
less than 12 feet, 95%of the time. Also, 95%of all wave periods, in
all seasons, are less than 13 seconds. Details of the oceanenviron-
ment are presented in paragraph 2.3.1, which is concernedwith taut
lines.
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The transponder platform payloadis expectedto consist principally
of energy storage. To estimate this requirement, a platform servicing
cycle period of not less than six monthswas assumed, with as much as
100 hours of ARODoperation during this time. Energy sources for the
platform are discussed in paragraph 2.7.
Since system requirements havenot beenfirmly established, and
to better understand the relationship amongperformance, complexity,
and cost, a range of performances is being investigated. Position
errors may have two components;onedue to the land referencing tech-
nique, the other associatedwith the bottom referencing system. A well
designedsystem will balance errors and costs.
Bottom referencing and platform combinations with position errors
ranging from 10 to 200 meters are being considered. The platform
shouldbe as nearly stationary as possible. The range of velocities
being emphasizedis from 0.05 to 2.0 meters per secondmeasured at
the antennaphasecenter.
Vertical errors of up to 2_will probably be acceptable. This verti-
cality is neededto avoid multipathinterference from the ocean's surface,
and to maintain coverage downto elevation angles of 5° abovethe
horizon.
2.2 PROMISINGAPPROACHES
For reliable, low cost operation, certain desirable features should
be soughtin an ARODtransponder platform design.
important features are:
1. Unmanned.
2.
3.
4.
Someof the most
No platform propulsion.
Passive referencing to the bottom.
Obviate the needto transmit position andvelocity data to the
spacecraft.
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The number of man-hours required for AROD operation will strongly
affect the system's cost. Vessels that have propulsion for station keeping
will almost certainly be manned, and therefore will be expensive to oper-
ate. Active referencing to the bottom requires additional electronic
complexity, plus ocean bottom acoustic devices, which are expected to
have lives limited to six months to a year. The data derived from active
referencing may be used to provide:
1. Go/no-To status signals for transmission to shore. These sig-
nals would simply indicate whether or not the platform was
located within operational specifications.
2. Updated transponder position and velocity data for transmission
to the spacecraft and/or shore.
3. Correction control signals to propulsion units.
Land, sea, and air; stationary and moving platforms are tabulated
and rated in Table 2.1. Islands rate highest with respect to the above
listed desirable features. Unfortunately, there are not enough of them
in the right places. If only one island is used, the AROD base line must
be relatively short, but it can be very accurate and there will be no
transponder velocity errors. Bermuda is in the area of immediate
interest. Within the island, a baseline 15 miles long can be estab-
lished which would provide more than hag of the coverage needed for
the presently planned trajectories.
If one of the tentative Bermuda transponders were moved to the
Navy's Argus Island (a tower built on the Plantagenet bank 25 miles
southwest of the main island), the line could be extended to 40 miles.
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Table 2.1
COMPARISON OF OCEANBORNE TRANSPONDER PLATFORMS
Features No Passive No Data
Platforms Unmanned Propulsion Referencing Transmission
0
:n
ND
Land
Island
Sea
Buoy
Ship
Air
Blimp
Helicopter
Land
Sea
Ship
Air
Airplane
Blimp
Helicopter
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Not Applicable
No
No
No
No
Yes
Maybe***
No (FCC)*
No (GCC)**
No (GCC)**
No (FCC)*
No (GCC)**
No (GCC)**
No (GCC)**
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
* Fair central control, see text.
** Good central control, see text.
***Active referencing and data transmission will be required only
for accuracies better than 50 meters.
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The secondbest choice is a buoy-mountedconfiguration. This
wouldbe passively referenced to thebottom with a mooring line. It
appears that active referencing (acoustic) will be neededto obtain
errors of less than 50meters. This necessitates the transmission of
position and position rate errors to the spacecraft.
If very accurate relative spacing on an intermediate length base line
is desired, and if manned, propelled vehicles can be used, along with
position and rate transmission, then the central control vehicle concept
is very attractive. This is a generalization of the so called "mother
ship" approach. In this concept, a single central control vessel (a ship
or aircraft) acts as a common reference to a number of transponder-
bearing vehicles. Airplanes, blimps, and helicopters are rated "good
central control" (GCC), because of the relatively long line-of-sight base
lines available through high altitudes and the relatively short periods of
manned operation needed. Ships are rated "fair central control" (FCC)
because of the shorter line-of-sight available between surface vessels
and the long periods of manned operation involved.
If an early operational date had to be met, the best approach would
be to use ships because of their immediate availability. Since low alti-
tude trajectories are of greatest interest, simple "shaped" omnidirec-
tional antennas could be used. These would be light weight and easy to
stabilize. Each ship would be outfitted with an inertial platform for
antenna control to compensate for roll and pitch motion of the vessel.
Costs would be expected to be high because of the long periods of
manned operation necessary.
The principal studies during the past quarter have been concerned
with the unmanned buoys because of their expected high performance and
low cost. The paragraphs that follow describe suitable bottom refer-
encing techniques and platform design.
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2.3 BOTTOMREFERENCING
2.3.1 Taut Lines
In the moored buoy transponder platform concept; if the mooring
rope is adjusted to a length shorter than the depth of the water at the
anchoring site, the line remains taut at all times. The static tension,
T, will be equal to the difference betweenthe vessel's buoyancy, B, and
its weight
T = B-W(lb.). (2.1)
An advantage of taut line operation is that the vessel can be designed
to be essentially undisturbed by most surface waves. Because of the
extreme water depth there will be no wave effects from the bottom. The
widely prevalent depth in the region of interest is 18,000 feet. Under
these circumstances waves can be represented by Gerstner's trochoidal
model (see Figure 2.1) 1. In this representation individual particles of
water appear to be moving in a circular path with a radius R. The
uppermost curve is a cycloid formed by rolling a circle along the
imaginary dashed line. The actual water surface may be any one of the
lower solid lines shown in the diagram. The radius of circular motion
at the surface is designated as R o. Whereas, in theory, the ratio of
wave length, k, to wave height, H, could be as small as lr, empirical
data indicates that the ratio never is less than 7; usually it is much
greater. Statistics presented by the U. S. Navy and the Weather Bureau
indicate that 95% of the time wave heights will be less than 12 feet for
all periods, and similarly 95% of all wave periods, PW' will be less
Lamb, H. Hydrodynamics, 6th Edition,
Publications, Inc.
1932. Republished by Dover
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Figure 2, 1 TROCHOIDAL WAVES
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than 13 secondsfor all waveheights (seeFigure 2.2)2. Wave lengths,
in feet, are related to wave periods, in seconds, by the following
relationship:
PW2 (ft.). (2.2)k 5. 12
The circular motion of particles below the surface at a depth, y,
is given by."
27r
R = Roe (ft.). (2.3)
At a depth equal to k/2, R is about 0. 04 Ro; and at k, R is less than
0. 002R o. Thus by keeping the buoy below the surface all but the longest
waves are effectively eliminated, i.e., depth performs a function analo-
gous to a low pass filter.
A taut-line moored buoy will have a static position error with
respect to the bottom anchoring point to ocean currents. Maps are
.... -_1_h1,__n,_i_,tin_ surface currents for each month of the year. With
the exception of the Gulf Stream, which stays quite close to the coast
of Florida, the maximum rate is about 0. 7 knots. Very little detail is
known about subsurface conditions. Generally however, surface condi-
tions extend to a depth of a hundred feet or so, and at greater depths
currents with markedly different directions may exist with velocities
between 0. 1 and 0.3 knots.
2
Climatological and Oceanographic Atlas for Mariners, Vol. 1, North
Atlantic, 1959, U. S. Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau and
U. S. Department of the Navy, Navy Hydrographic Office.
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If a neutrally buoyant (density = 1) rope is used, so that there will
be neither sagging nor floating of the line when the buoy is displaced
from its zero error position, and if the major part of the drag, D, due
to currents is on the buoy, then the amount of displacement error, e,
with a line of length, L, is
e = L(BD_--_) (ft.). (2.4)
See Figure 2.3. Drag is in effectbeing balanced by a staticforce, F ,
s
which can be found from
E
F = -- (B-W) (lb.). (2.5)s L
This force will be used later in the determination of the free motion of
the buoy.
It should be noted that E is directly proportional to L. Therefore,
to reduce position errors as much as possible, mooring sites should be
in shallow water wherever feasible. In the region of interest there are
some potential sites worthy of further investigation. The approach to
the mid-Atlantic ridge is in some places about 9000 feet below the
surface. Also, there are occasional seamounts such as those off
Bermuda at a depth of 150 feet; and a little further east, one with a
depth of 5500 feet; at 47°W, 35°N one at 3600 feet depth; at 59°W, 21°N
Echo Bank is at a depth of 200 feet; and near 77°W, 33°N, an off shore
seamount rises to a depth of 340 feet. See the map in Figure 2.4.
The configuration shown in Figure 2.5 is similar to a pendulum,
and therefore will have a natural frequency. Assuming zero mass for
the line and ignoring the drag of the rope moving through the water, the
undamped natural frequency, fp, and its period, Pp, can be found.
This is done by summing the kinetic force, Ma (mass multiplied by
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(B - W)
P
Figure 2.5 PENDULUM MOTION OF BUOY
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acceleration), and the static force from equation (2.5), and setting the
combination equal to zero.
Ma ÷--_ (B-W) = 0
Replacing a with (jw) 2 e and solving for co leads to formulas for f
P
and P .
P
M(j¢0)2 e
+--_ (B-W) = 0
fp = 0.903 _/ (B/W)-1
_/ L
,, :
cycles_
\- _ -] (2.6a)
(sec.) (2.6b)
Typical periods would be several minutes long.
Steps can be taken that will improve position accuracy beyond that
achievable with the basic one rope taut line. Using multiple lines (of
neutral buoyancy) the position of the buoy can be fixed as the intersec-
tion of spheres (Figure 2.6). The simplicity, passive referencing, and
freedom from need to telemeter data make the multiple taut line
approach very attractive.
With knowledge of buoy drag characteristics, and telemetry data
from a compass and an ocean current meter, an "open loop" calculation
can be made to determine the magnitude and direction or Lhe buoy's
displacement. See Figure 2.7.
2.3.2 Acoustic Referencing
Acoustic referencing devices placed on the ocean bottom can be
used to measure displacements. This data could then be telemetered
to the spacecraft and/or the shore. See Figure 2.8. Using acoustic
frequencies in the region of 10 to 20 kc/s, acoustic powers of about
2-14
JFigure 2.6 MULTIPLE TAUT LINES
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Figure 2.7 OCEANCURRENTAND DIRECTION TELEMETRY
FROM TAUT LINE BUOY
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Figure 2.8 ACOUSTIC BOTTOM REFERENCING
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10watts, and seastate 4 (corresponding to an environment exceeded5%
of the time in the area of interest) for the noise background, preliminary
estimates of position accuracy havebeenobtained; the resulting total
errors range between10 and 25meters.
An evaluation of velocity measurementby Doppler shifts is under-
way, as well as a study of the possibility of measuring platform motion
with inertial instruments.
The acoustic instrument arrangement studied so far has had the
sources and receivers on the buoy anda set of transponders on the
bottom. The long two-way transmission time (about 10 seconds)has
been a major handicap, especially for obtaining meaningful velocity
data. If the bottom devices were connectedto the buoy by wire the
acoustic path would be oneway instead of two. This would offer an
important improvement, since velocity measurementdelays wouldbe
greatly reduced.
2.4 OCEANBORNEPLATFORMS
The subsurface type platform described in the paragraph on taut
lines has received principal attention. Conceptually, a buoywould be
held below the surface by a rope fastenedto the oceanbottom. Anchor-
age at a depthbelow the surface provides an isolation from turbulent
surface conditions. Additional isolation from wave motion can be gained
by designing the buoy with a very sluggish behavior. A long pole having
low drag would be mountedon top of the buoy, andwould pierce the
water's surface. The ARODtransponder antennawould be placed on top
of the pole. To stay within the required 2° of vertical, the buoy should
be made as insensitive as possible to unbalancedtorques. Or, alterna-
tively, a small gimballed platform may be used. Figure 2.9 shows a
general arrangement of center of gravity, G, center of buoyancy, B,
2-18
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and T, the point at which the rope is attached. B is shown above G at a
distance h, and T is below G at a distance d. Summing torques around
the center of gravity, namely, the kinetic torque, Is (moment of inertia
times angular acceleration}, and static torques produced when the buoy
is tipped through a small angle 0, and setting the combination equal to
zero, it is possible to find the undamped free motion of the submerged
buoy. This is similar to finding the resonant frequency of a coil and
capacitor while ignoring Q.
I_ + BhO + d (B-W) 0 = 0
In place of I. substitute (W)k2 (where kisthebuoy,s radiusof
gyration}. Also, substitute (jw} 2 0 for
(gW) (jw}2 ¢ + Bh, + d (B-W) , = 0
From this fB' PB and k can be found.
f wPB = 1.11 k Bh + (B-W)d (see.) (2.7b)
k = 0. 903 PB _ h + - d (ft.) (2 7c)
Attaclunent of thc rope to either the center of gravity or the center of
buoyancy (that is, setting d equal to 0 or -h} simplifies the above
expre s sions.
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d=0
r
0. 903 _ B
fB = k Y -_h
g = 0.903 PB _ h
0. 903fB = k
.cycle s._
(see.)
(ft.)
cycles /
/
(2.7d)
(2.7e)
(2.7f)
(2.7g)
d = -h PB= 1.11 k _ h (sec.) (2.7h)
K = 0.903 PB _- (ft.) (2.7i)
The center of buoyancy can also be adjusted, but that will not be dis-
cussed. It was assumed, in the above development, that the tension
B- W always acts in the same direction and is constant. This is not
strictly true since the buoy can be displaced by drag forces produced
by ocean currents and tension changed by vertical current components.
By attaching the rope to the center of rotation, changes in the direction
of rope tension can be eliminated from equations for rocking of the
buoy. If not restrained, a body rotates around its center of gravity.
Therefore, G is a good place to attach the mooring line. Stated
another way, unless d = 0, rocking of the buoy can start the line
moving, and conversely movement of the line can rock the buoy.
Differences in drag between the top and bottom of the buoy when
steady ocean currents are present, will result in an unbalanced steady
torque, _ T which will be countered by correcting torques.
S'
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A steady state angular error, with sensitivity 0ss, will be present,
however.
AT = Bh0 + (B-W)d 0
S
0 { deg. "_
0ss =57.3 x AT _lb_ xft.]
S
t'
(general) 0ss= Bh + (B - W) d \lb. x ft.] (2.8a)
57.3
(d=0) - Bh (2.8b)
57. 3
(d = -h) = _ (2.8c)
If PB and 0ss are specified, new equations can be written for the radius
of gyration by combining (2. 7c) with (2.8a), (2 7f) with (2.8b), and
(2.7i) with (2.8c). In all cases the formula is
6. 83 PB
k = A/ W0 (ft") (2.9)
SS
It can be seen that if W is fixed, and PB is required to be large, and 0ss
is required to be small; k must be large. This suggests concentrating
mass at the ends of long, stiff, low mass arms as shown in Figure 2.10.
The arms would have a length approximately equal to k. In this case
2 ADs (ft.) (2.10)k = 46. 6 PB W 0
Where A D s is the steady unbalanced drag.
2 ADs/W, that is, normal-With k' defined as k divided by 46.6 PB
ized radius of gyration, Figure 2.11 was plotted to show the sensitiviy
of k to demands for verticality. Note that there are regions of high and
low sensitivity.
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2.5 SHOREREFERENCING
Part of the necessary datahasbeen gathered for calculating the
performance of several long-range, high-accuracy position fixing sys-
tems that may beused for referencing transponder locations to the shore.
Absolute accuracy, cost, and the time required for each measurement
are of interest. Evaluation of the shore referencing techniques has
been postponeduntil the secondquarter when more complete informa-
tion is expectedto be available.
2.6 STATUSOF THE PLATFORM WITH RESPECTTO MARITIME LAW.
The status of suchplatforms is being discussedat several meetings
in Europe this fall. At present no requirement exists for marking or
warning equipment for buoys in international water. Unmannedplat-
forms are, however, subject to seizure and the owner is subject to suit
for damageresulting from collision, regardless of warning precautions
taken. Therefore, it is prudent to mark the buoys with high visibility
paint (orange andwhite), a 100candlepowerwhite light flashing 0.4
secondsevery 4 seconds, and an array of corner reflectors for detec-
tion by ship radars operating at awave length of 20 centimeters.
2.7 ENERGY SOURCESFOR THE PLATFORM
Although there is considerable interest in developing a substitute
for common Carbon-Zinc air depolarized batteries, nu_l_in_-_-"is" _.............. ,_H_,j
in use which can match their cost, weight, and reliability. If the AROD
equipment can operate on 250 watts, 200 hours of operation during a
year would require 50 kilowatt hours of power. A 100 candlepower
flashing light drawing 2.2 ampere hours per day at 12 volts would con-
sume 10 kilowatt hours per year. For $500 a 60 KWH battery pack is
available in a 1400 lb. package supplying 12 volts for 5000 ampere hours.
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Waveaction generators have beendevelopedcapable of producing 275
watts in 6 foot seas. But becauselittle power is available during calm
seas, andbecausethe generator would add drag-induced buoy position
errors, this source is not attractive. As an alternative, a thermo-
electric propane powered generator system could be used to charge a
battery capable of handling 250watt-hour loads. Sucha system is
attractive from a fuel cost standpointfor long term use but the weight
of the fuel consumedplus the storage tanks, is similar to the battery
pack weight. Overall efficiencies of 2.5%have beenachieved. This is
expectedto be doubledin the near future. U. S. CoastGuardexperi-
ence with oceanbuoys favors the battery pack, until the thermoelectric
advantageis more pronouncedto offset the unknownreliability problem
and specialized refueling procedures.
2, 8 CONCLUSIONS
The statistics of the oceanenvironment have beendetermined from
references obtainedfrom the U. S. Weather Bureau andthe U. S. Navy.
These datahave beencombinedwith classical theories of hydrodynamics
to determine the forces that will influence an oceanborneplatform.
The statistics indicate that 95%of the time wave heights and periods
are less than 12 feet and 13 seconds, respectively. Hydrodynamic theory
,_howsthat wave length is related to wave period but not to wave height,
except to establish a minimum ratio of length-to-height. The decayof
wave motion below the surface was found to be exponential and related
to wave length (hence wave period). It can be concluded that a platform
placed 50 to 100 feet below the surface will be virtually unaffected by
all but the longest period waves.
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The desire for a reliable, low cost transponder platform caused
emphasis to be placed on the unmanned buoy concept. The principal
buoy structure could be moored below the surface to avoid waves, and
a slim, rigid pole could carry the AROD transponder antenna above the
surface. The dimensions and mass distribution of the buoy could be
arranged fo "filter out" the wave motion remaining at the buoy's depth.
The buoy could be held submerged, and at the same time be refer-
enced to the bottom, by a rope line cut shorter than the water's depth.
A neutrally buoyant rope would be used to avoid sagging or floating.
Ocean currents would displace the buoy by an amount directly propor-
tional to the line's length, and inversely proportional to the tension in
the rope. Surface currents are generally less than 0. 7 knots. This
suggests the placement of transponders on seamounts wherever possible.
A number of potentially useful locations have been found by consulting
depth charts. Multiple mooring lines have also been considered, not
only for the strength they would add, but also, because, with proper
spacing, they could accurately locate a buoy at the intersection of the
line lengths. Further improvements in position accuracy, and velocity
measurements, can be obtained by the incorporation of an acoustic sys-
tem that would measure the time of transit between the buoy and the
bottom. Several acoustic devices would be placed on the bottom. The
resulting error signal could control correcting propulsion units, but
more likely the data would be transmitted to the spacecraft and/or the
shore.
Because the buoys will be in international waters there is no legal
requirement to mark them. The U. S. Coast Guard, however, will
probably recommend a bright paint, a light, and a radar reflector.
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For energy storage, recommendations from the U. S. CoastGuard
are for carbon-zinc cells with air depolarizer. The reason is proven
high reliability and low cost. Noneof the usable higher performance
sources currently being tested would offer an order of magnitude
improvement. However, results of tests will continue to be monitored.
2.9 PROGRAM FOR THE SECOND QUARTER
Quantitative calculations will be made to determine wave pressures
at various depths, and estimates will be made of drag on different parts
of several buoy configurations. Position and velocity errors will be
calculated for selected buoy configurations and mooring line arrange-
ments, and the improvements available through the use of acoustic
devices will be determined.
Techniques for referencing transponder locations to the shore will
be compared on the basis of absolute accuracy, cost, and time required
for making each measurement.
L
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